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With Office 365, you have easy access to your email and calendar wherever 
you are—on your computer, tablet, or phone. To view your email or calendar 
on your computer, you can use Outlook or Outlook Web App. To view your 
email or calendar on your phone or tablet, you can use Outlook Web App 
or a compatible app that’s on your device (such as an email and calendar 
app).

• Outlook is an application that you install on your computer. 

• Outlook Web App is the browser-based version of Outlook that you can 
access over the internet, on just about any device.

For more information, see Compare Outlook and Outlook Web App.

In this training deck, we focus mostly on things you can do in Outlook Web 
App. However, we also provide links to information about Outlook.

http://support.office.com/article/b20e6d7e-00ff-4e55-88a1-d3fc44584ec6
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With Office 365, you can view your email on your computer, tablet, or phone. 

• On your computer, you use Outlook.

• On your phone or tablet, you use an app.

• On just about any device, you can access your email in a browser window using 
Outlook Web App. 

Compare Outlook and Outlook Web App

http://support.office.com/article/b20e6d7e-00ff-4e55-88a1-d3fc44584ec6
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http://portal.office.com/
http://support.office.com/article/3889ef62-3373-4f74-b441-ee7664f06d05
http://support.office.com/article/d7b404a0-6e18-4d95-bed8-2de7661563ca
http://support.office.com/article/0ec4af07-6fb3-4499-bcab-3d01a090144c


Outlook provides a calendar that you can use to schedule your meetings and 
appointments. Your calendar will remain up to date across all your devices where you’re 
using Office 365.
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http://support.office.com/article/3889ef62-3373-4f74-b441-ee7664f06d05
http://support.office.com/article/d7b404a0-6e18-4d95-bed8-2de7661563ca
http://support.office.com/article/758bbfad-7d0a-44d7-be7a-c19635d52844


You can easily change the theme you use for Office 365. Choose from a wide variety of 
colors and patterns to make Office 365 your own.
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http://support.office.com/article/b2098f8a-aac8-4646-9cf0-7c91d1284da6


One way to put Office 365 to work for you is by adding an automatic signature to your 
email. This is useful when you don’t want to type your contact information at the end of 
every message. It also helps maintain consistency across the messages you send.
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http://support.office.com/article/593f89fa-ac7a-486d-a500-de8d1158ca5d
http://support.office.com/article/7d5978c1-54df-4631-b8de-9333fc24b0c4


You can set up automatic replies to let people know when you’re unavailable. You can 
specify a time range for your automatic replies, and even specify different messages for 
different groups.
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http://support.office.com/article/2980912f-aa2c-4a45-a29f-3d9b91aa58f4


When you first sign into Office 365, it might look like you have no contacts at all. You do 
have access to people in your organization even if you’re not sure where they are at first. 

A good place to start is by finding people in your organization, then you can add them 
to your contacts list. You can also add external people as contacts. 
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https://support.office.com/Article/Watch-online-519ced23-6c38-4425-b0df-1796072e2319
http://support.office.com/article/1a5f274f-5750-4809-aa60-83a228ae672e


Use your calendar to stay organized by having your meetings and appointments in one 
place, available across all your devices. In just a few clicks (or taps), you can set up a 
meeting with someone or an appointment for yourself, and get reminders ahead of time 
so you don't miss anything. 
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http://support.office.com/article/5c9877bc-ab91-4a7c-99fb-b0b68d7ea94f
http://support.office.com/article/93155d6d-6755-452e-a732-b09fda5c9d7b


With Office 365 you can share your calendar with anyone inside or outside your 
organization. When you share your calendar with someone inside your organization, 
they will be able to add it directly to their calendar view in Outlook or Outlook Web App. 
People outside your organization will be sent a URL that they can use to view your 
calendar.

Note that Calendar sharing may not be available for your account, or may be limited to 
people in your organization.
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http://support.office.com/article/ce386fa9-04e3-43a2-8b08-a6b1ce9ca86d
http://support.office.com/article/d8f8c7e3-046f-4f0d-8fc5-691114082da4


Others can share their calendar with you, and depending on the permission they give 
you, you’ll be able to view their calendar, edit it, or act as a delegate for meeting 
requests. 
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http://support.office.com/article/ce386fa9-04e3-43a2-8b08-a6b1ce9ca86d
http://support.office.com/article/ea2e6b80-52f9-4488-aa99-e593787d8dc3


There are multiple ways to search for your email messages, people or calendar items.
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• Find items in Outlook by doing a basic search. 

http://portal.office.com/
http://support.office.com/article/a7b804ad-321e-4136-8b9b-3a2c36024574
http://support.office.com/article/cd02279a-3ab0-4865-9c3b-67683a0d2bac
http://support.office.com/article/6a57930c-29f7-417b-a232-b2139821ba31


You can use tasks to set up a to-do list for yourself that's available on all your 
devices. And, if Outlook is installed on your computer, you can assign tasks to 
other people.
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Stay focused with My Day.

http://portal.office.com/
http://support.office.com/article/21570b0a-cd19-4646-885d-00d3ab4ac85f
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• Outlook Web App options on a mobile device

• Learning roadmap for Outlook for Mac 2011

• Training courses for Outlook 2013 for windows 

• Working with your email, calendar, and contacts on your Android Phone

• Working with your email, calendar, and contacts on your iPhone 

• Working with your email, calendar, and contacts on your iPad

• Working with your email, calendar, and contacts on your Windows Phone 

http://support.office.com/article/eea5e255-54ef-4319-ad9b-98764c925a03
http://support.office.com/article/1eb046a5-c1c0-4d50-96d9-b981b27a212c
http://support.office.com/article/f83e8e60-0bab-47eb-8f6e-c2ecb73124d8
http://support.office.com/article/8d925e2a-f747-4fee-bfc4-94dc7b929101
http://support.office.com/article/d7b8152f-f235-4a86-beba-6b0dcba47eea
http://support.office.com/article/420c153f-aec8-4411-a2fb-d26258423096
http://support.office.com/article/43cd46e5-b164-47d5-ac64-b97cc766ac9d



